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 INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT NOMINATION FORM 

 
 
Individual Name:  Laura Grifka  
Years In Industry:  8 years  
 
LEADERSHIP 
How is this individual a leader in the industry? How is this individual viewed by members of the 
community, including colleagues, clients, partners, and members of our community at large?  Please 
provide very specific examples and quotes from community members if possible. 
 
As Senior Account Executive at Tremor Video, Laura has time and time again reinforced her role as  an 
irreplaceable member of the team. She’s built a deep understanding of the video, ACR and connected TV 
landscapes, offering clients continual research and insights to help shape their overall digital approach, 
even beyond the bounds of their business with Tremor Video. Laura’s ability to connect not only on a 
business level, but a personal one as well, has helped her build trust internally with her peers, clients, and 
across the industry. By going above and beyond to support others, her dedication has manifested strong 
partnerships and deep friendships within the industry. 
  
With a continued eagerness to learn everything in this constantly changing industry, Laura approaches her 
business from an educator’s mindset, understanding that cultivating her own expertise can also be 
invaluable to her clients’ success. Over the past eight years in the industry, her tenacity and commitment 
to success has driven Laura to provide consumers with innovative ad experiences, while driving 
exceptional results.  
 
 
“I’ve had the pleasure of knowing and working with Laura for over five years, and can confidently say 
that she is more than worthy of the title of salesperson of the year. Laura is genuinely interested in 
the professional and personal best interest of her clients, giving her a unique position to impact the 
lives of those with whom she works. She is insanely smart, extremely caring and overtly passionate 
about everything she does. I am so proud to call Laura both a partner and friend and cannot wait to 
watch her continue to elevate our industry.” - Jef Eckart, Vice President, OMD Entertainment 

 
“Laura is one of those salespeople that makes the job not only easier, but more enjoyable. She’s 
smart, thorough, detail oriented, reliable, and also a delight to be around. Laura always goes above 
and beyond for her clients and brings creativity and insight with every proposal. Laura is definitely 
deserving of ThinkLA’s Salesperson of the Year.”- Alli Blender, Senior Media Manager, Original 
Series at Amazon 
 
“Laura Grifka is extremely knowledgeable about Tremor’s product offering, and is highly responsive to 
Rufus and Amazon’s needs. In that regard, she is a true partner who constantly seeks innovative 
solutions for Amazon that allow our campaigns, and the overarching business, to evolve in lock-step 
with the digital landscape. Knowing data and results are critical to succeeding on the Amazon 
Business, Laura applies added attention to campaign performance and strives to deliver strong 
results each time, while including thoughtful insights that lead to actionable optimizations to help drive 
favorable business outcomes. Overall, Laura has the perfect balance of professionalism and 
personality that makes working with her a pleasure, and we feel incredibly fortunate to have her 
supporting Rufus and the Amazon business.”  -Cassie May, Amazon XCM Digital Director, Rufus 
 
 
INNOVATION 
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What are this individual’s strengths in innovative thinking, problem solving and/or recognizing 
business opportunities?  Please provide very specific examples including but not limited to work 
they’ve done, awards they’ve received, etc.  
 

Part of Laura’s joy and success in this industry is born from her equal strengths of analysis and creativity. 
Combining these “super-powers” has helped her build effective strategies for her clients, ensuring they 
reach the right consumers, in the right mindsets with the right creative.  

She is deeply committed to learning the ins and outs of her clients’ business and they often come to her 
for industry insights, even outside the realm of video. One of the many aspects she loves about her job is 
when she’s able to become part of her clients’ teams, encouraging them to think outside the box and 
develop new and innovative ideas. Furthermore, her ability to help advocate for her clients and help them 
sel in ideas to help push their business goals internally is a win-win for all! 

Recently, for her top client, Laura was able to combine industry research with unique Tremor Video data 
insights to help them build out a key POV on the right reach and frequency to engage and entertain their 
key targets. With this same team, she pushed them to adopt video overlays and end cards with strong 
CTAs to help drive additional awareness and traffic to their website. Her campaigns have since averaged 
3-6x CTRs above IAB’s video benchmark and the team now includes both frequency goals and overlays 
on all outgoing RFPs. She’s also currently helping to develop a first-to-market creative that will help the 
agency/client overcome the “relatability gap” for their product that just can’t be overcome with video alone. 

During her tenure at Kargo, previous to joining Tremor Video, she guided her clients through huge 
changes in mobile web technology including Safari’s 24-hour cookie clearing and Chrome’s penalizing of 
websites for disruptive ads. When top-selling interstitials were no longer an option, she was able to 
transition Hulu away from this disruptive format into the smallest available ad format – a tiny sidekick that 
stuck to the bottom corner of the screen. Through creative ideation (a scroll-reactive waddling penguin for 
March of the Penguins 2), she rightly argued that size is not the most important factor for communicating 
with fans and that brands don’t have to disrupt users’ content consumption. The unit outperformed 
benchmarks by 6x. 

 “Laura has been an exemplary partner to work with. From early on in her tenure at Tremor, she was 
proactively looking for ways that harnessed the known strengths of the platform with untapped or 
underdeveloped opportunities (like when she facilitated a meeting to talk about Tremor’s creative 
capabilities in addition to their rich data). I’m definitely appreciative of Laura’s ability to be a keen 
listener to her client’s needs and objectives. This patience is adeptly balanced with an ability to 
proactively think of solutions her clients may not have considered and has led to some very 
successful work.” -Rich Kim, Hearts & Sciences, Exec Director, Integrated Strategy 
 

“If you have crossed paths with Laura either at work or in your personal life…consider yourself 
blessed! Did you know she’s also a mind reader? When she is meeting with clients or working on 
RFPs she has the unique ability to know what they’re looking for and ideates creative of out of the 
box ideas to meet client objectives. Once you’ve worked with her once you have a friend for life. Not 
only is she a hard worker, but she is incredibly caring of everyone around her. I can’t think of anyone 
who is more hard working, caring, smart and versatile like Laura Grifka.”-Darlene Linares, VP 
Director, Planning at Carat USA 
 
 
COMMUNITY 
How has this individual contributed to the ThinkLA community in any or all of the following capacities: 
knowledge sharing, training, charity work, industry events, or any other substantive way?  Please 
provide very specific examples and, if possible, some measurable impact that they have had on the 
community. 
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Laura has been a career-long supporter and attendee of ThinkLA events and cites the organization as a 
huge driver in shaping her career. She attended the Battle of the Bands on her 3rd day working in the 
industry and immediately found a community of incredibly intelligent, fun loving friends and colleagues. 
She can point to specific formative moments from ThinkLA thought leadership events that deeply inspired 
the way she thinks about marketing. She has pulled distinct career inspiration from: the Trends Breakfast 
(Google Cardboard presentation), Mobile Breakfast (Voice as the final UI presentation), Auto Breakfast 
(Super Bowl presentation – 80s Hair Band vs. Mullet vs. Side Part). 

Laura won a ThinkLA IDEA Award for Best Visual Campaign (Uproxx + UM + Sony Pictures) for the 
execution of a fake college website for the film 22 Jump Street. The site aggregated content from some 
the largest millennial lifestyle sites on the web (Brobible, Elite Daily, theCHIVE, & more) and also won an 
OMMA for Website Excellence. She was also a part of two teams recognized by ThinkLA as Partner of the 
Year (Tremor & Kargo). 

Expanding her territory into San Francisco and the Pacific Northwest in the past year has made it even 
more clear just how special ThinkLA is for the LA advertising community. There’s truly nothing like it and 
she has continually used ThinkLA examples to suggest events for SFBig and SIMM to help their 
communities grow closer and stronger. 

 
DIVERSITY/INCLUSION/GENDER 
How has this person helped to promote the ideas of diversity, inclusion and gender by connecting 
diverse groups of committed, collaborative, and unique individuals in pursuit of a common goal?  
Please provide very specific examples.   
 
The impetus for pursuing a career in digital marketing and media was born from Laura’s time at UCLA 
where she minored in Women’s Studies and studied advertising’s role in reinforcing gender stereotypes. 
After her brief stint working in education, she found her way into media and gained immediate joy in 
supporting Entertainment clients.  Laura challenged the gender stereotypes often seen in sales by 
launching her career selling live televised sports (at FOX’s Home Team Sports) and then Millennial Male 
websites (through Uproxx). She was drawn to her current role before interviewing, when a trusted friend 
shared that Tremor was “led by a bunch of bad ass women,” which turned out to be absolutely true!  
 
Throughout her career Laura has sought out female mentors in the industry, and freely lends an ear to her 
own mentees. In fact, Laura recently became an official mentor for SFBig. She’s a deep supporter of 
female founded industry groups, regularly attending WIMMIES, She Runs It and Female Fight Club 
events. From Pam Scheideler’s inspiring Q&A and recommendation at a Wimmies event, she read The 
Feminine Mistake and has since advocated for friends and colleagues to support them in maintaining 
challenging careers after starting a family. 
 
Laura aims to embody a leadership role for women in the community through activities outside of work 
including serving five years with Big Brothers Big Sisters, mentoring a wonderful girl through her early 
formative years (8-11) and encouraging her to love school and explore passions outside of her immediate 
peer group. She is a long-time volunteer with Soroptimist International, whose mission is to better the lives 
of girls and women. Laura derives inspiration from her mother, a 40-year member of the org., who will be 
sworn in as Southern California Governor this year! Laura is also focused on raising funds for UCLA Mattel 
Children’s hospital CHD Lymphatic research, in partnership with the female-founded Live Like Noah 
Foundation. 
 
 
We strongly recommend including supporting materials in addition to this form, such as 
videos, press/media articles, testimonials, and any other relevant items. 


